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Context
I work at Montgomery Primary Academy, a school situated in 
Sparkbrook. We are in partnership with Percy Shurmer Academy, a 
school only a stone’s throw away. As practitioners we are all aware of 
the absolute right the children have to enjoy reading and we are of the 
belief that if children enjoy reading, no matter what text, they will be 
successful learners. 

Improving reading attainment and pleasure is the priority on both 
schools RAP, and we have gone to great lengths to ensure that 
Reading for Pleasure is at the centre of our reading programme and 
feeds into all elements of our curriculum. 



OU Research inspiration and rationale
The particular strand of TaRs which initially inspired us to further develop 
reading for pleasure in our school was number 2  - knowledge of children’s 
reading practices. As both school’s SATs results indicate, our teaching of 
reading is something that we needed to work on as a partnership. We had 
developed our own reading programme which we had been doing for a year 
and a half previously and it was clear that the practices we were focusing on 
were not having enough impact on our children, who still found it quite 
challenging to work out vocabulary in context and inference. 

We completely revitalised our reading diet and made sure reading for pleasure 
was at the heart of what we did. Through our reading diet, we are addressing 
every other strand that TaRs have outlined to ensure we are truly fostering true 
independent choice of reading and true reading for pleasure. Through this are 
building reading communities.



Our overall aims linked to TaRs
1.  Considerable knowledge of children’s literature and other texts

 Ensure that as practitioners we are up to date with children’s literature 

2. Knowledge of children’s reading practices
 To develop our reading pedagogy to have direct impact on our reading practice 
 To underpin our reading diet with known practices

3. A reading for pleasure pedagogy which includes:
 Social reading environments 

 To make and develop reading environments throughout the school 
 To ensure reading corners are used effectively as a social space 

 Reading aloud
 To make sure we give every child the opportunity to be heard reading (in front of peers, adults, parents) 

 Independent reading
 To make sure independent reading and independent choices are carried out effectively with focus

 Informal book talk, inside-text talk and recommendations
 To dedicate time and see the huge benefits of book talk 

4. As Reading Teachers: teachers who read and readers who teach
 To underpin our reading diet with known practices. 

5. Reading communities that are reciprocal and interactive. 
 To give our community opportunities to build and visit our library
 To ensure our parents have the same vision as we do concerning reading 
 To encourage parents to engage with home reading



Outline

In order to achieve our aims, we had to work on both elements of 
reading, both attainment and pleasure. 

Attainment

• Development of a new reading programme – based on work of 
Doug Lemov, Isabelle Beck and Aidan Chambers 

• Consultancy from Sonia Thompson 
• Non-fiction to underpin our fiction to aid children’s application 

of background knowledge, inference skills etc. 
• Change of reading diet (1hr 45 dedicated to reading each day) 

increased time, gave reading priority so first thing in the 
morning.

• Dedicated skill based reading time daily
• Inference training delivered to GD children
• Reading Gladiators 



Outline

In order to achieve our aims, we had to work on both elements of 
reading, both attainment and pleasure. 

Pleasure
• Inviting reading areas inside and outside of the classroom 
• Exciting and regular competitions – involving parents, teachers 

etc. 
• Regular events throughout the school year to ensure the 

excitement around reading is maintained 
• Listening to pupil voice and ensuring book types are available
• Involving parents in book choice (parent library) 
• Junior Librarian and bringing recommendations to the forefront 

of book choice 
• Tutors for buddy reading



Impact
 There has been a clear shift in both teacher’s and children's mind-sets 

when it comes to reading for pleasure. Children are now so open to talk 
about books they enjoy, don’t enjoy and have a discussion as to why. 

 Practitioners have understood the importance of story time and modelled 
reading and this has been so well received by the pupils, as they 
absolutely LOVE story time at the end of the day which is something we 
all do. 

 Our reading book trawl has proved that within the partnership our focus 
has changed from just asking simple retrieval questions to text marking 
Tier 2 vocabulary to ensure children understand the text fully, looking at 
different types of questions, dedicated time for read and respond etc. 



Pupil Voice – Spring A
3. Reading Pedagogy – developing book talk

This time last year, a handful of children from upper key 
stage two had said they disliked reading because they 
didn’t know what to read and weren’t hearing reading in 
school. The same children have just been asked and their 
view of reading has blossomed. 



Pupil Voice – Home Reading
5. Reading communities that are reciprocal and 

interactive. 

The introduction of our milestones which allow children to 
complete activities has ensured children take responsibility 
for someone listening to them at home. A parent signature is 
required for the children to earn their key. 



AIM : Inviting reading areas
3. Reading Pedagogy

We keep our reading areas organised and focus on one 
author every half term. This has had a huge impact on the 
children’s ability to articulate why they like/dislike an 
author’s style, choice of illustrator etc. because they 
compare the texts and develop an understanding of how 
they can adapt that author’s style into their writing if they 
so wish. 

We read everywhere! We 
are currently developing 
more reading areas 
around the school – but 
books have a place 
everywhere! 



We are encouraging our nursery children to be able  to make 
decisions about what they want to read and we scaffold that talk 
which allows them to say why it is they have chosen the book they 
have by using simple labels that link to their cornerstone topic. 

As you walk through our school, 
there are spaces which show that not 
only children read, but teachers read 
too and have preferences.

Each teacher has a book on their 
desk which they have brought in from 
home and whenever there is 
opportunity, they too read their book, 
whether it be a fiction, recipe book or 
magazine. 

AIM : Inviting reading areas
3. Reading Pedagogy

Aim : Teachers who read, readers who teach



We invited Dan 
Freedman, 10 
parents, local 
business people, local 
librarians, college 
students etc. to the 
launch of our library. It 
was so exciting! We 
had delicious food 
and made it a real 
show stopper! 

Creating and maintaining a buzz around reading
3. Reading Pedagogy 



5. Reading communities that are reciprocal and 
interactive. 

We encourage the parents to come in and use the library. We have a 
section set aside for them to borrow and we let them know that the 
pedagogy books are ones that we as teachers enjoy and use to develop 
our practice. 

Our parents can use 
the library weekly 
with their children 
and are invited into 
classrooms also to 
read with their 
children. 



Whenever there is chance to celebrate reading we 
do! We have timetabled all of the reading events 
that are coming up throughout the academic year 
and ensure that we take advantage of these to make 
children excited about books, authors, illustrators 
or even characters!  (On the next slide there are 
some examples.) 

We also create our own little 
events which get the children 
talking to each other and the 
teachers about what they are 
reading. This competition was 
extremely successful in making 
the children find out what the 
teachers were reading by asking 
questions about the genre, 
illustrator etc. We had lots of 
entries! 



We celebrate every event as 
whole schools – so not one 
child misses out on the exciting 
event! Staff get excited to plan 
their own activity around a 
book/author and we often use it 
as an opportunity to enjoy 
reading! 

Here is what we did for Roald 
Dahl Day. 



For national poetry day – we got 
Joe Cook, a fantastic spoken word 
poet into school to challenge some 
children’s perception that poetry is 
boring. 

Joe  will be coming back to us on 
World Book day to write poems 
with the children. 



Suleman from year two really enjoyed this 
book that his Teacher brought into school.
He particularly liked the rhythm of the 
book as it is in rhyming couplets.
The story was “complete nonsense” but 
that’s what he enjoyed. 

“If I smashed an elephant, I hope that 
someone would protect me from Father 
Giant. He looks scary because of his 
moustache and his stance.” 

Suleman really enjoys reading books with 
different types of illustrations. 

His teacher recommended 
Home Sweet Home to him and he has 
taken this book home to enjoy.  



This is Zakariyya from Year 5. He is 
currently reading two books.

He really enjoys Tom Palmer because “it’s 
a book about detective work and I find 
solving mysteries really interesting. My 
favourite chapter is The Crash because 
this is where the main character, Danny, 
begins his detective work. If you like 
books like this, I would recommend Alex 
Ryder.”

“The second book I am reading is 
Awesome Aliens. I really like this book as 
it is full of facts and I like finding out about 
history that I wasn’t aware of. I would 
recommend  ANY of the fact attack books 
– they’re great!” 



“I really enjoy it. The biggest enjoyment is seeing the 
children’s enthusiasm week on week and to see children 
as young as year 2 coming to a club having prepared 
notes etc. on what they haven’t understood is just 
fantastic. I especially liked the opportunity to see some 
current children’s literature. What beautiful books! ” – Mrs 
Lawrence, Reading Gladiators Teacher 

“I really enjoyed Grey Island Red Boat because there was 
no colour, it was just full of grey. However, there was a 
man who appeared and if he touched anything it turned to 
colour! At the end, the man gets married and he escapes 
from the terrible King.” Muawiya Ghanem – year 2 



Our next steps

 We need to ensure that our parent involvement  continues to 
rise and be maintained. We will do this by: 
 Parent workshops creating crafts with the children around a 

specific book 
 Parent forums talking to the parents about the importance of 

reading 
 Inviting parents to special reading events – e.g. World Book 

Day, whenever we have theatre productions 
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